
Role:  Graphic Designer 

Reports to:  Marketing Manager 

 

 

Overview: 

The in-house Graphic Designer is responsible for the design and execution of a wide array of print and digital 

media to fit the needs of our growing brand.  You will drive the internal creative process to ensure high-

quality deliverables and contribute to production of agency-developed concepts as needed.  The Graphic 

Designer can work from a creative brief, as well as take direction from spoken ideas and convert them 

seamlessly into images, layouts and other designs.  The Graphic Designer supports the company’s various 

business units focusing primarily on car wash membership, but also including auto care, convenience store, 

fuel, internal/employee branding, and other projects as assigned. 

Key responsibilities: 

- Conceive and execute brand applications, and contribute to defining the vision, direction and goals 

of projects.  Brainstorm and contribute to seasonal promotional and brand windows. 

- Design and execute on-site merchandising, field marketing tools, digital ads, email and website 

assets (front end), POS UX, sales sheets, videos, photography, t-shirts, events and more. 

- Design and produce dynamic media such as GIFs, carousel ads, videos and photography. 

- Become an expert in the brand guidelines.  Produce work from branding guidelines produced by 

another professional, such as the existing mascot, logo, icons, photography, style sheets, etc. 

- Copywrite to create cohesive material as needed. 

- Oversee production of all online and offline marketing materials. 

- Create clean, dynamic layouts with highly organized files. 

- Maintain brand assets and library. 

- Assist with corporate communications, internal communications, office templates, etc. 

- Assist with employee branding, HR projects, events, and Learning and Development as assigned. 

- Lead vendor management such as material selection, bids, press checks, printing and delivery 

schedules, etc.  Maintain contact list of preferred vendors, general timelines, and pricing. 

- Stay up-to-date on current design trends, UX/UI, email and web, typography and relevant category 

design/communication trends. 

Preferred qualifications: 

- Bachelor’s Degree in Fine Art Design, Marketing or related discipline 

- 5+ years professional graphic design, preferably with marketing team or creative agency 

- Expert in Adobe Creative Cloud (InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects, Premiere) 

- Experience working with WordPress templates 

- Working knowledge of CSS3, HTML5 and JavaScript 

- Working knowledge of Microsoft Office suite 

- Must be able to work on PC and Mac 

- Strong collaboration and communication skills  

- Must be comfortable working under deadlines 

- Must be able to handle multiple tasks in a fast-paced environment 

- Strong analytical skills 

- Excellent eye for detail 

- A resume and a compelling portfolio over a wide range of creative projects are required. 


